Resource Management: The
Courts and the Environment
2003 - serious issues
INTRODUCTION
1. A REVIEW OF RECENT DECISIONS AND DEVELOPMENTS
Part II interpretation and matters of national importance
Approaches to Part II
Climate change and Part II
Taranaki and Auckland cases
Coastal space and marine farming
Midbay farms
Maori foreshore and seabed claims
Enforcement
Expressly recognised effects
Corporate sentencing
2. WHAT’S UNDER THE BASELINE?
Introduction
Origins of the "permitted baseline"
Case law
Activities permitted as of right
Does a resource consent constitute part of the permitted baseline?
Multiple consent applications
The effect of the Resource Management Amendment Act 2003
What is inside the baseline?
Issues arising out of the baseline approach
(i)Should controlled or discretionary activities be included in the permitted baseline?
Ohope
Glenfield Ratepayers and Residents Association
Kalkman
(ii)

Unimplemented resource consents

(iii)

Application to existing use rights

(iv)

Resources other than land

(v)

What role does Part II have in the permitted baseline assessment?

(vi)

The intentions and interpretation of district plans

(vii)

Application of the permitted baseline to plan changes and references

(viii)

Resource Management Amendment Act 2003

(ix)

Impact of permitted baseline on second generation plans

Where to from here for the permitted baseline?

3. PHANTOM ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING
Introduction
The Resource Management Act 1991 and environmental risk
Environment court and environmental risk
Risk management instruments - precaution
Methods for incorporating precautionary approach
Evidentiary burden on proponent
Categorisation of activities
Environmental standards
Adaptive risk management methods
Conclusion
4. BELIEF AND ENVIRONMENTAL DECISION-MAKING
Introduction
The transgenic cattle cases
Transgenic cattle 1: GMF98009
Transgenic cattle 2: GMD02028
The taniwha cases
Conclusions
5. THE ROLE OF THE EXPERT WITNESS
Introduction – the Environment Court and the expert
Expert evidence
The obligations of the expert
Role of counsel and related obligations
Role of counsel vis à vis the Court
Role of counsel vis à vis the expert witness
Role of counsel vis à vis the client
Briefing the expert witness
Instructing the witness
Counsel’s influence on the form and content of expert evidence
Counsel must understand the evidence
The need for balance
Background material – justifying the evidence
Preparing the witness for cross-examination
Cross-examination
Preparing for and conducting cross-examination
The role of the court
Approach to rejecting evidence
Material not before the hearing
Procedure for written briefs – should evidence be read aloud?
Court’s role in ensuring relevance

